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COVERT VENTURE
The only project of its kind providing
immersion in the realities of Black Ops
missions around the world under the
guidance of international military
intelligence experts.

OUR PROGRAMS
Through the course of our interactive Black
Op program scenarios, participants perform
a series of simulated military tasks in urban
and remote exotic ﬁeld environments.

LEADERS
All of the mission tasks are performed under
the supervision of former military intelligence
operatives, including the Russian GRU, British
SAS, Israeli MOSSAD and Canadian JTF2.
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INSIDE THE WORLD
OF COVERT OPS
We offer you a unique opportunity: 5 days of immersion as
an undercover agent, carrying out a secret mission in one
of the most dynamic cities in the world — Moscow.
Your mentor will be retired FSB Special Forces commander
based in Moscow, who has operated in this city and rest of
Russia for more than 10 years.
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BRIEFING
After a series of high-proﬁle assassinations of
opposition leaders in Moscow, authorities
suspect these crimes were organized and
funded by a ﬁrm of Western power mongers
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OBJECTIVE
Recruit the employees of the hostile company
and turn them into your spies, collect intel,
penetrate a secured and armed facility, search
and seize evidence, evacuate ofﬁcials to safety
LEADER: FSB Commander
LOCATION: Moscow, Russia
DURATION: 5 days
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: One / group
NATURE OF OPERATION: Covert Intelligence
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THE PROGRAM
You will embark in an elite training program, gaining
advanced ﬁrearms training from CSN FSB instructors (the
anti-terrorist unit of the FSB), tactical driving skills from
presidential Federal Security Service drivers, double agent
surveillance and recruiting tactics, and other practical and
strategic instruction.
You’ll then apply this training and your own know-how and
experience to complete a mission under the guidance of
the mission leader in real world conditions.
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DAYS

THROUGH THE COURSE OF THIS OPERATION, PARTICIPANTS MAY ENCOUNTER
FSB - Federal Security Service - The principal security agency of Russia. Predecessor: KGB.

Upon request we can provide a detailed plan of the
operation and scenario development.
To preserve the intrigue and dynamism of real-life special
operations, we prefer to leave elements of surprise, so our
covert military adventures are intentionally open-ended
and organic — the itinerary and outcome is not set, but
rather is inﬂuenced by participants’ choices throughout
the course of the operation.

CSN FSB - A group tasked with combating terrorism and protecting the constitutional order of
the Russian Federation.
SSO - Special Operations Forces -A highly mobile, well-trained and equipped, combat-ready
special operations force designed to perform speciﬁc tasks both within the country and
abroad.
Directorate "A" - “Alpha.” - A counter-terrorist group, consisting of 700 covert operators,
mostly stationed in Moscow. All operators undergo air, mountain and counter-sabotage dive
training.
OMSN - Special Police Unit, formerly known as the Special Rapid Response Unit (SOBR).
FSO - Federal Protective Service - A federal government agency responsible for the
protection of highest-ranking state ofﬁcials.
MVD - The Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation.
SIZO - Federal pre-trial detention center (example Matrosskaya Tishina).
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FSB LEADER ROMAN
The leader of operation "Sleeping Threat" is the commander of the Special Operations group of the Russian
Federal Security Service - FSB.
Roman also served in the Armed Forces of Russia. After transfering to the reserve, he began to specialize in the
ﬁeld of ﬁnancial intelligence. He has visited more than 30 countries and is an Islamic expert, specializing in the
Caucasus, Tajikistan, Afghanistan and Jordan. Chairman of the Moscow branch of the Association of Forensic
Experts. His hobbies include technical scuba-diving, wilderness survival and mountaineering.

FSB

FSB - THE CENTRAL ORGANIZATION ENCOMPASSING ALL INTERNAL SECURITY
AGENCIES OF RUSSIA.
FSB carries out within its powers the following tasks:
Counterintelligence
Counter-terrorism
Information security
Surveillance and investigation of federal law crimes
Interior and border security
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INSURANCE
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Due to the fact that the scenario operates in a dynamic
urban environment, a rapid response team, including
medics, will be on constant standby to deal with
emergencies and maintain your safety. We are also in
contact with local security and health services.
COST
Price starts from $50,000, on the basis of one
participant with average skills and experience. The
price includes all costs associated with
accommodation, meals and transfers, photo/video and
other logistics. Flights to and from Moscow are not
included.
PAYMENT
After conﬁrming participation, we will develop a
detailed plan and cost estimate for the client. Three
months before the planned SpecOp, we require 50% of
the total cost of the operation. The second 50% is
payable no later than 30 days before the scheduled
start date.

CONDITIONS

BLACK OPS PROGRAMS

COVERT VENTURE
STAGE.1: FOR NEW PARTICIPANTS
SIDE BY SIDE WITH LEADERS

1
SHADOW DANGER
5 DAYS / MOSCOW / FSB

+

4
WHITE BIOHAZARD
8 DAYS / ARCTIC - JTF2 (in development)

+

Retrieve stash of secret biological weapons from a downed military transport plane in Alaska

After a series of high-proﬁle assassinations of opposition leaders in Moscow, authorities suspect these crimes were
organized and funded by a ﬁrm of Western power mongers

2
SIBERIAN RAID
8 DAYS / SIBERIA / GRU

+

CARTEL EXTERMINATION
7 DAYS / GUYANA / SAS
With help of SAS, rescue a British Red Cross doctor captured by drug trafﬁckers in the Amazon jungle in Guyana

NUCLEAR ANTITERROR
7 DAYS / DESERT / MOSSAD (in development)

+

Inﬁltrate a terrorist base to gain intel on nuclear weapons development the heart of Israeli desert

Prevent sabotage of the Russian-Chinese gas pipeline in the Siberian taiga as part of GRU special forces

3

5

+

PRO-LEVEL
SAVE THE PRESIDENT

PRO-LEVEL
MISSILE BASE ELIMINATION

Due to engine failure, the Air Force One airplane of the
Russian president has made an emergency landing deep
behind the Arctic Circle, inside the neutral territories. For
the salvation of the head of state, the Russian GRU has
assembled a team of elite operatives. Little do they knew
that they will have to confront the combined Western
forces of JTF2, SAS and DEVGRU, whose mission is to
destroy all traces of a failed assassination attempt on the
president.

The GRU sent a joint special forces team to a desert location in Africa where the United States has deployed a new
missile defense system under the protection of American
DEVGRU and British SAS. One team seeks to destroy the
base, the other to save it.

STAGE.2: PRO MEMBERS
SPEC OPS GROUP VS SPEC OPS GROUP

COVERT VENTURE

PRO MEMBERSHIP: STAGE 2
Clients who successfully complete the basic STAGE 1 scenario can become a member of
COVERTVENTURE PRO - STAGE 2.
PRO members will get access to exclusive and advanced immersive scenarios, including unique PRO level
programs that engage teams of international special operations experts, as well as working with
unreleased equipment and training with elite world-renowned specialists.

ON REQUEST
SPECIAL OP PRESENT
We offer special customized gift packages of our Black Op
experiences for those looking to give their close friends,
family or colleagues the ultimate “secret agent” experience.
The recipient will not know what scenario they will embark
on until after activation of the gift, when the recipient will
contacted and sent on a “mission.” It can be designed for a
single person or a group.

SURVIVAL TRAINING &
WAR ZONE TRAVEL EXPERIENCES
We organize special single and group trips for two to three
days upon request to wild terrain with the aim of teaching
participants basic survival. We can also organize sightseeing
trips to former battlegrounds and areas with signiﬁcant
military history, including Chechnya, South Ossetia, Israel
and other areas.
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COVERTVENTURE
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
WWW.COVERTVENTURE.COM
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